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1. Introduction. Given two topological spaces X and F and a continuous

map v: X—> Y, it is natural to ask how the homotopy groups of the function

space Yx with the base point v are algebraically related to homotopy type

invariants of X, Y and v. Assuming that X is a finite dimensional cellular

space and that F is simple in all dimensions, we shall partially answer this

question by constructing an exact couple with an associated spectral se-

quence whose second term is the direct sum of the cohomology groups of

X with coefficients in the homotopy groups of F, and whose limit group is

the direct sum of the composition factors of certain normal chains for the

homotopy groups of Yx. Of course in order to compute this limit group in

specific cases one must know enough about the homotopy type of X, Y and

v to interpret the higher differential operators in terms of more familiar

operations, as we shall do in some illustrative examples. We also construct

examples to show that tti(Yx, v) may be non-abelian despite the simplicity

of F, a fact which forces us to allow non-abelian groups in certain parts of

our exact couples(2).

2. Basic facts about exact couples. We slightly generalize the definition

first given by Massey in [l ] and say that an exact couple

A —-^>A

\A
c

is an algebraic system consisting of a group A (not necessarily abelian), an

abelian group C, and three homomorphisms /, g, h as in the diagram with

image/ = kernel g, image g = kernel h, image h = kernel/.

It follows that g o h is an endomorphism of C with (g o h)2 = 0, whence

one may form the homology group

27(C, go h) = kernel (g o A)/image (go h).
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Then the derived exact couple

f
A'——>A'

\/<
C

is defined by letting

A' = image/,       C = H(C, goh),       f = f\ A'

and by requiring commutativity of the diagram:

g
A-> kernel (g o h)

1  1 \*
A'->C--^A'

g' h'

Applying the process of derivation w times one obtains the wth derived

couple

/(n)

4<»>—->A^

*<»\ /gM

c<»>

which may also be characterized directly in terms of the original exact couple

as follows: Let(3)

A <»> = image /", fM = f\A<"\

Z<»> = A"1^*0),       5<"> = g (kernel/").'

Then T3(n) C2<n> and there exists a homomorphism <p(n) such that the sequence

{0}->5<">->z<->-^-—>C<»>-> {0}

is exact and such that the diagram

4->Z<"'V

/"I                      <*><*■> ^\A
A(n)-->C<">-► 4'»>

is commutative.

(3) Here/" is the »-iterate of the function/, while /(n) is one of the homomorphisms in the

nth derived couple.
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The groups

C(n) ~Z(n)/iJ(n>

with the differential operators dw=gw o hw form a spectral sequence with

the limit group

CO I      oo

n=0 '       n=0

3. Conventions concerning homotopy groups. Let 7°° be the set of all

infinite sequences £ = (£i, £2, £3, • • • ) such that Og^.-^l for i=l, 2,3, •• •

and £i~Q for all but finitely many *. For w=0, 1, 2, • • • let

In - I»{-\ {£|£ = 0 for * > »},

7" = 7n n {| I £,- = 0 or fc = 1 for some i ^ w},

7" = 7n+1 H {$| £< = 0 or & = 1 for some i =■ w, or £„+, = l}.

Thus 7° = {{9}, where 0 is the point all of whose coordinates are 0.

For any space S and any point sdS we regard Trn(S, s) in the usual man-

ner (see [6]) as the set of all arcwise components of the function space

(S,sV'n-i\

Here we include the case in which w = 0; while in general 7r0(S, s) is not

naturally endowed with a group structure, such a structure will conveniently

appear in our particular applications. We recall that the maps

(5> 5)a".r") <_ (5, 5)"n+V> - (S, s)«n+1.»>

corresponding to the inclusions (7n, In)d(In+1, 7")D(7n+1, 6) induce one-to-

one correspondences between the arcwise components of these three function

spaces. Thus any map u of (7", 7") or (7n+1, 9) into (S, s) represents unam-

biguously an element (u) oi 7rn(S, s).

We shall use the following form of the homotopy addition theorem (where

w=:l): For » = 1, 2, • • • , m let a,:7n—>7n+1 be a continuous map which is uni-

valent on In—i" and let i?,=a<(7n—7"). Suppose the sets Rx, i?2, • • • , Rm are

disjoint and 8:in+1—*S is a continuous map such that

ph^1- u r\ = {s}.

If S is n-simple, then

</3)= Se,-(/3o«.-),
>—1

where ti is the degree of the map
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ai:(7», 7") ->(7-+1, 7"+l - Ri)

defined in terms of orientations consistent with the inclusions

(In, /•) C (7"+1, 7") D 7"+1 C (7"+1, /"+1 - Ri).

4. Description of the exact couple \J(K, Y, v). Suppose K is a cell complex

on the topological space X. By "cell complex" we mean essentially a "CW

complex" or a "CW decomposition of X" as described in [9] and [8], though

we find it more convenient to regard the w-cells of K not as subsets of X

but rather as continuous maps of the w-cube 7n into X, the "characteristic

maps." Then the a-skeleton Kq is the union of the ranges of all cells with

dimension^ a.

Suppose further that Yis an arcwise connected topological space whose funda-

mental group is abelian and operates trivially on the. higher homotopy groups,

and suppose

V.X^Y

is a continuous map. Let vq=v\Kq and let Uq be the arcwise component of

vq in YK", the space of all continuous maps of Kq into F with the compact-

open topology. The restriction operation defines fibre maps

rq:Ut—* Uq-i,        rq(u) = u\ Kq-i for u C Uq,

in the sense of Serre [3], with the fibres

Fq = ^{v^i} = Uqr\ {u\u\Kq-i = v\ Kq_i},

and with the corresponding exact homotopy sequences

• • • —> Tp(Uq, Vq) -* Tp(Uq-l, Vq-l) —> TTp-l(Fq, Vq) —> Tp-t(Uq, vq) —» • • •

-> iri(c7„, vq) -> Ti(Uq-i, vq-i) -» r0(Fq, vq) -+ ir0(Uq, vq) =  {0}.

It will be seen in the next two sections that the group iri(Fq, vg) is abelian

and that the set iro(Fq, vq) can be given an abelian group structure with re-

spect to which the boundary operator from 7Ti( C/9_i, vq-i) is a homomorphism.

We also note that Kq and vq are empty and Uq = Fq={vq] in case a<0, and

that Uo = F0.

The exact couple V(K, Y, v) represented by the diagram

A >A

\/s
C

may now be defined as follows:

A = tp /tp,q   and   C = © Cp,q
P.9 V.Q
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where the (weak) direct sums extend over all ordered pairs of integers (p, q)

and where

AP,Q = irp(Uq, vq)    and   Cp,t = irp(Fq, vq) for p ^ 0,

Ap.q = Cp,q = {0} for p < 0.

Furthermore

f I -"P.9*-"P.7      * **p,q— 1

is induced by r„ if p ^0 and is trivial if p <0;

g I ̂ 4p,a:j4j,>(7 —* Cp-i.g+i

is the boundary operator associated with rg+i if p = 1 and is trivial if p < 1;

is induced by the inclusion F„dUq if p = 0 and is trivial if p<0.

The above procedure of combining a sequence of related exact sequences

into a single exact couple is the same as that followed by Massey [l ] in several

algebraically analogous situations.

Of course the graded structure of the exact couple V(K, Y, v) is inherited

by its wth derived couple V(n)(7C, Y, v), which contains the exact sequences

,    *     A("> ,    ̂       /("> ,    ̂  P<n> ,    ̂
_(»)   •"__    . (")  J . (»)     J>_±r

* ^p,q * -^ p,Q * ■™-p.Q—1 * ^p—l.Q+n     ^

and whose differential operator dw =gM o hM maps Cf^ into Cp*ll4+B+i.

5. Representation of Cp,q by cochains. Suppose p = 0 and c7 = 0. Since the

elements of Cv,q are the arcwise components of

iFQ.vq)«PJ*>

and since this function space is a subspace of

(YK-yp

which is homeomorphic with

yi" XKq<

there corresponds to each cdCp,q a homotopy class of continuous maps

«:/"X Kq^>Y

such that

u($, x) = v(x) for (£, x) d Ip X Kq W /» X #<,-!•

For each g-cell  cr: Iq^>X of 7C we construct the map

u<r.Jp+<,+i-+Y
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by identifying 7p+9+1 with IpXlqXI and setting

«.(*, V, 0) = «[{, <r(,)] for (fc 7, 0) C I*",

«r(l, 1, 0 = »[»(!?)]       for (?, v, 0 € 7"+«.

Note that under our identification Ip+q and Jp+q correspond to

IpXIqX {0} and Ip X I" X {l} U /» X I" X IVJ 7" X /« X 7

respectively. Inasmuch as the element of irp+q(Y) represented by u, is the

same for all maps u representing c, we thus associate with c a a-dimensional

cochain y(c) oi K with coefficients in 7rp+9(F); y(c)(a) is represented by

«,(4).

The map

y:Cp.q^C«[K,Wp+q(Y)}

is univalent. In fact let c and c' be elements of Cp,q represented by maps u

and u' such that uc and «£ are homotopic for each o-cell a of K. Inasmuch

as u„ and «,' agree on 7P+* we can choose homotopies

Wc.jP+q+i x /_, F

which deform m, into «,' relative to Jp+q, and hence obtain a homotopy

w:7" X jST, X 7->F

which deforms u into u' relative to IpXKqyJIpXKq_i in such a way that

w[Z,a(r,),\] = w.[(S, v, 0),X]

whenever 1-CIP, t}CI",^CI and a is any a-cell of 2C. Therefore c = c'.

Furthermore y is onto in case p'Sil. Given any a-dimensional cochain a

of K with coefficients in irp+9(F) we may choose for each a-cell a of K a con-

tinuous map

<t>a-.ip+"+i -> f

which represents «(a) and for which

*»(*. »?. 0 = »Kl)]   whenever    (£, ij, 0 C Jv+*

We may then construct a continuous map

such that

_ *({, *) = »(*) for ft, *) G /» X 7v9 W Ip X 7Q_!

(4) While we shall derive our basic results directly without use of the theory of obstructions,

we note that 7(c) corresponds to a p-\-q dimensional difference cochain on IpXKq, separating

M and the map carrying (£, x)ClvXKq into v(x).
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and such that

<p[t,<r(v)] = **(£, V, 0)

whenever JG7*, ijG7« and cr is any cj-cell of 7C. The maps

*t: tf, -» F,       *t(«) = <p(£, x) for s G 7T5

corresponding to £G7P are all homotopic to each other, with ^z=vq in case

£G7p (which is nonempty because p^l), hence \p(dUq for all £G7P. Since

also ipi\Kq-i=vq-i whenever £G7p, the map cp represents an element c of

CP,q, and clearly y(c) =a.

It is sometimes convenient to know the following alternate description of

y: Suppose an element c of Cp,q is represented by a map u as above, a is a q-cell

of K, and suppose

5x:7p+«-»F

corresponding to\dI are maps forming a homotopy such that

*i(€,i) = «fe. *(n)]for ft, *)€/**,
sxfo V) = v[o-(kv)] forXdl and (?, i,) G /*+«.

TTtew y(c)(cr) w iAe homotopy class of the map

s0:(I»+*,i*+<)-+(Y,v[o-(8)]).

To prove this assertion we simply extend the maps Sx to maps

Sx:7H-«+1->F

by letting

Sx(£, 7?, 0 = v[a(\v)] for X G / and (£, ij, 0 G 7*+*.

Since Si=w„ and S0(Jp+q) = {v[a(8)]}, the three maps m„ S0 and s0 all repre-

sent y(c)(<r).

Using the second characterization of y one may easily verify that y is a

homomorphism in case p=T. It follows that Cx,q is abelian.

6. The homomorphisms g and yog. Suppose p = l and g = 0. To each

adAp,q corresponds a homotopy class of continuous maps

W.I' X Kq~->Y

such that

«;(?, *) = v(x) for (f, *)€J'X £,.

In order to find g(a) dCp-i.q+i we apply the definition of the boundary opera-

tor associated with the fibre map r9+i and extend w to a continuous map

W:I"XKq+i-*Y
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such that

W(£, x) = v(x) for (£, *) C J"-1 X 7Q+1.

Then g(a) is represented by the map

u=W\lp~1X Kq+i.

While this representation involves the arbitrary extension IF of w, we shall

presently express the cochain

rk(<»)]ec*«[jr,WF)]

directly in terms of w.

Let o-:Iq+1^>X be a a + 1 cell of K. We identify Ip+q+1 with 7"X7«+1 and

choose maps

Sx:i>hri-i _»y

corresponding to AG7 and forming a homotopy such that

5i(fc ij) = JFfe, cr(,)] for (?, ,)£/'X /•«,

Sx& l) = »KXi»)]      for X G 7 and (|, i,) G 7* X /'+1 VJ /i-i X /•«.

Now 7p+a+1 is the union of the two p+q cells

M = 7P-1 X 7S+1 and AT = 7" X 7«+i U /p-i X 7«+1

whose intersection

M Pi N = I^-1 X Iq+1 W /p-1 X 7<H->

is mapped by S0 onto the point v [a(0) ]. Defining the maps u and v of 73,+e+1

into F by the formulae

M(f) = 50(f) for r G Jf,        /i(f) = »k*)] for f G 2V,

"(f) = 50(f) for f G AT, y(f) = »k*)] for f£I,

and noting that 50|7p+8+1 is inessential, we find that (jjl)+(v) = 0. Further-

more the map

e:(Ip+q, ip+q) -* (7p+"+1, A7),

«(f) = (fi. • • • . SV-i, 0, f„ • • • , fP+s) for f G Ip+q

yields maps

sx = Sx o e:/p+« -» F f or X G 7

which form a homotopy such that

*i(fl = «[fi, • • • , tp-i, <r(fP, ■ • • , fP+a)] for f G 7"+«,

5x(f) = v[a(HP, • • • , Xfp+9)] for X G 7 and f G /*+«,
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and so=p o e. Applying the second description of y in the preceding section,

and observing that e has degree ( —1)9+1, we see that

<M> = (-D°+1y[g(a)].

Finally we consider for XG7 the maps

k:/**M-->F,       h\N = Si\N,

txfo v)=v[o-(\v)] for (Z,v)eM,

which form a homotopy such that h = v and

h(S, V) = w(t a(V)) for ft, r,) dIpX /•«

<ift, if) = Mv)]      for ft, 17) G I" X /•«.

IFe conclude that (B)

7k(«)]W = ("1)9+1(m) = (-D«(v) = (-l)«fc>.

Using this result one may easily verify that the map

yog:Ap,t-+C<"[Kl W^)]

is a homomorphism. Of course we already know this for p> 1, because in this

case the boundary operator g associated with rq+i is a homomorphism and y

is a homomorphism as a consequence of the preceding section. Now however,

after verification that y o g is a homomorphism also for p = 1, we note that

the set

y(C0,9+i) = y[g(Ai„)]

is a subgroup of the abelian group

C*»[K, T^Y)];

recall from the preceding section that y is univalent, and give Co,q+i a group

structure by requiring that y shall be an isomorphism. Then, since y o g is a

homomorphism, so is g=y_1 o (yog).

7. The differential operator c£(0) = g o h. For p ^ 1 and q = 0 we shall estab-

lish commutativity of the diagram

<f(°) = go h
vp,g ^ Up— 1,<H-1

7! 17

c«[*. wf) ] —^ o" [*, ̂ +!(n ]

(6) We note (see footnote 4) that frog) (a) corresponds to a £+2+1 dimensional obstruction

cochain on i"XK,+i, associated with the extension of w to I"XKqUl"XKq+i carrying ({, *)

G/'X-B^+i into v(x).
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where 5 is the coboundary operator, provided the complex K satisfies the follow-

ing condition^):

If a:Iq+1—>X is a q+1 cell of K and if <J? is the set of all those continuous

maps <p:Iq-J>iq+1 for which the map a o 0:78—>X is a a cell of K, then

iq+1 - o-^K^i) C  U  4,(1' - 70.

We observe that in any event the sets <p(Iq—Iq) corresponding to distinct

elements <f> oi <J> are disjoint, and <£ is finite. Our condition implies (but is not

equivalent to) the statement that all a-dimensional faces of a in K are of the

type a o <p for some (not necessarily unique) element <f> of <i>. The condition

holds for all the classical examples of cell complexes for which incidence

matrices can be computed explicitly. Moreover one may associate in well

known fashion with every cell complex another complex of the same homo-

topy type and satisfying the above condition.

Suppose a^l, cCCp,q and a:78+1—>X is a q + 1 cell of K.

Let u be a map representing c, as in §5. Then u also represents h(c) CAp,q,

and §6 applies with a = h(c) and w = u. Accordingly

y[d™(c)](o) = (-l)q(t)

where

fJp+q+i-^Y,

<(*, V) = «[*, cr(7?)] for ft, v) G I' X Iq+1,

<ft, V) = v[a(V)]       for (£, V)CIpX Iq+1.

Here 7»+<'+1 is identified with IpXlq+1. Letting

D = ip x Iq+1 W Ip X v-KK^t)

we note that

t((,v) =v[o-(v)] for ({,,)GD

and choose maps

Tx:ip+q+1->Y for X £ 2

which form a homotopy such that Ti=t and

7\(£, i,) = »kXi,)] for X G 7 and ft, ,) G 7).

Defining $ as above we associate with each <j>C$ the map

(•) This restriction is not essential. One may verify that all the homomorphisms in the

diagram are natural with respect to the category of cell complexes and cellular maps, and then

one needs to verify commutativity only in the special case in which K is the usual cell complex

on Iq+1. Alternately one may use the corresponding result of obstruction theory (Theorem

2.7.4 of [8]), in view of the connection indicated in footnotes 4 and 5.
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^:/P+«_^ jp+<rH

*tt, ij) = ft. *0»)) for ft, ,) G I" X I",

and note that the two maps

(t>:(I", I") -> (/«+!, /tfi _ 0(j« _/«)),

^:(7!,+«, 7p+«) -» (7p+«+1, Z"^1 — <p"(7p+a — 7p+«))

have the same degree. Inasmuch as 70 maps the set

/p+8+1 _   |J  $(jp+« — jp+q) (2 D

onto the single point i»[<r(0)], it follows from the homotopy addition theorem

stated in §3 that

</> = <7o) =  Y degree (<p)-(T0o$).

For each (pd$ the maps 7\ o (p~:Ip+q-*Y corresponding to XG7 form a

homotopy such that

(Tio <p-)(r) = «[(fi, ■■• ,tp), (*o<i>)(?p+i, ■■■ , rp+9)] for f G 7p+«,

(rxo#)({■) = (do cr)[X-<p(rP+i, • • • , fp+9)] for X G 7 and f G ip+".

We extend 7\ o $ to JFx:7p+«+1—>F by setting

JFxft) = (voa) [X-<p(fp+i, • • • , fp+9)] for X G / and f G 7P+*

and thereby obtain a homotopy joining Wx=u,oi to the extension Wo of

To o <?, with W0(Jp+q) = {(v o a)(9)}, whence

(Too,?) = (W0) = <«.o*> = 7to(cro<p).

Combining these results we find that

(yocf«»)(C)(«r) = (-1)« Y degree (4>)-y(c)(ao ^.

Now suppose the cell complex K is oriented as follows: For w = 0, 1, 2, • • •

let wn be a generator of 77„(7", 7n) such that if w = 1 then w„ is mapped onto

co„_i by the canonical isomorphisms

77n(7», 7") ~ 77n_i(7", 7""1) ~ fl*-»(7—S 7"-1).

Then orient the chain group Cn(K) =Hn(Kn, Kn-i) by choosing as generators

the elements r*(w„) corresponding to the w-cells r:(In, In)—>(Kn, 7C„_i) of K.

It readily follows from these conventions that

d [<r*(co9+0 ] = Y degree (cp) • (cr o <p)*(o>9),

and hence that
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°[y(c)](<r) = E degree (<t>)-y(c)(o-o<t>).

Thus (y o dm)(c)(<r) = ( — l)"(d o y)(c)(cr), as was to be shown.

For a = 0 certain parts of the preceding argument would be meaningless,

but one may follow it up to the definition of 7\ and replace the remainder by

much simpler reasoning.

We conclude that for p^O and a^0 the chain transformation y induces

isomorphisms

y*:Cp!q-+H9[K, rr^Y)],

which are onto in case p^l.

The result just obtained gives only a partial description of the groups

Co!s> but this does not really matter because C^ = {o}. In fact one may

verify quite directly that d<«-1'(C,%-1)) = C&-".

8. A normal chain for rp( Yx, v). Suppose p ^ 1. The restriction operation

defines continuous maps

Pq: (Yx, v) -+ (YRq, vq),       Pq(u) = u | Kq for u G F*

carrying the arcwise component of v in Yx into Uq. Letting GP,q be the kernel

of the induced homomorphism

P,*:ttp(Fx, v) -+Ap,q

we obtain the normal chain

irp(Yx, v) = Gp,-i D Gp.o D Gp,i D GP,2 D ■■■ .

Assuming now that dim X = Q<<n, so that the chain descends in Q+1

steps to Gp,q= {o}, we shall prove that

Gp,q-i/Gv,q ~ Cp,„ for n S; max (a, Q — q).

In fact if n}tQ — q, then

2C„+n = X, Ap,q+n = Tp(F  , v),        fn\ AP,q+n = p,+)

Av,i = f (AP.v+r>) = image pg*,

and we see from the commutative diagram

t,(Y*. v)

Pi*/ \Pq-l*

A (n) J <n)

that   Gj,,3_i/Gpi(,~pg+(Gp,s_i) = kernel   (f{n)\Af£).   Furthermore   the   exact

couple V(n)(2C, F, v) contains in case «^a the exact sequence
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fnl        aw             gM  ^ hM   aw  fM   „<">
{Uj   — ylp+ii9_„_i-> Cp>9-> Ap,q-> APtq-X

which shows that kernel (/("»|^^9)~CP"9.

In §11 we shall construct examples which show that iti( Yx, v) can be non-

abelian, in spite of our assumption that F is simple in all dimensions. How-

ever, since the groups Cx,q are abelian, the above normal chain shows that

7Ti(Fx, v) is solvable. Actually the following stronger statement is true:

wx(Yx, v) is nilpotent and, more generally, for every p=-l the group irp(Yz, v)

is nilpotent with respect to the operation of irx(Yx, v). We shall in fact verify

presently that
[irx(Yx, n),GPl9_i] CGM

where [, ] is the Whitehead product.

Assuming that aG""i( Yx, v) and a'GGPl9_i we may represent a and a' by

continuous maps

u:I X X-+Y and w':7" X X-+Y

such that

u(t, x) = v(x) for (t, x) dt X X,

M'ft, *) = v(x) for ft, x)dipXX\JI*X 7T9-i.

Then [a, a']dTrP(Yx, v) is represented by the continuous map

W.P+'XX-^Y,

w(l, {, *) = u(t, x)   for (t, £,x)dlX Ip X X,

w(t, {, x) = w'ft, ac) for (*, $,x)dIXIpXX,

and in order to prove that [a, a']dG„,q it is clearly sufficient to show that

w\i1+pXKq can be continuously extended over 7P+JX7C9. For this purpose

we first construct the extension

W:D+' X Kq W P+p X 7T9-i -* Y,

W(t, £, *) = u(t, x) for (/, f, *) G 7 X I" X Kq-U

and complete our argument by verifying that for each g-cell a oi K the map

Wr:i1+p+*-+Y,

W.(t, $, r,)  = W(t, {, a(V))  for  (t, fc r,) d l1+p+q,

is inessential. We choose continuous maps

sx:/p+*->F for XGT"

forming a homotopy such that

sift, n) = «'ft, <Ku)) for ft, v) d Ip+",

*xft, i?) = (voo-)(\r,) for X G / and ft, i,) G 7"+'.
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Observing that

u(t, <r(\V)) = (»0 o-)(\r,) for X G 2 and (/, v) C I X I",

we then construct the homotopy formed by the maps

d>x:il+p+''-> Y for X G 7,

*x(<, f. »») - u(t, a(\r,)) for (/, £, i,) G 7 X 7»+«,

<Px(t, S, ij) = *x& fl)        for («, £, 17) G 7 X 7*+'.

Since <pi = IF„ and (<£o)=[(^), (50)], where

*: (7, 7) -> (F, (» o ,)(«)),       f(0 = u(t, a(0)) for * G 7,

the £+a simplicity of F implies that (<po) = 0, hence (PFff) = 0.

Of course the above normal chain leads immediately to some qualitative

results concerning the homotopy groups of Yx. For example if the homotopy

groups of Y and the integral cohomology groups of X all belong to a class of

abelian groups satisfying the axioms (I) and (Ha) of Serre [4], then the groups

irp(Yx, v) belong to the same class for all p^2.

9. Invariance properties. For every fibre map T:E—*B the homotopy

sequences

-> rp(I^-l{T(e)},«)-» Tp(E, e) -»• r,(B, T(e)) ^■■■

corresponding to the various points eCE form in a natural way a local system

of exact sequences on the space E. Applying this principle simultaneously

to all the fibre maps rq, one finds that for fixed K, X, Y the exact couples

V(K, Y, v) corresponding to the various points vC Yx form a local system on the

space Yx. This local system induces further local systems formed by all the

derived couples V(n)(2v, F, v). Of course this implies that the isomorphism

type of V(2C, F, v) is determined by the homotopy class of v.

One may verify quite directly that the diagram

Cp,q(K, Y, v) —-*Cp,q(K, Y, w)

Cq[K,TP+q(Y)}

is commutative whenever a is the isomorphism induced by any path from v

to w in Yx. Therefore the local systems formed by the groups Cp,q(K, Y, v)

are simple. On the other hand the systems formed by the groups Ap,q(K, Y, v)

need not be simple, as shown by examples constructed in §11.

If K is another cell complex on a space X, if vC Yx, and if <p is a cellular

map of X into X with respect to K and K, which means that <j> is continuous

and <p(Kq)CKq for all q, then <p induces in obvious fashion a homomorphism

<t>*:V(K, Y,v)-^V(K, Y,vo<p)
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which in turn induces homomorphisms

,p#<»>:V<•»>(#, F, v)^>V<")(K, Y,vo<p)

of all the derived couples. We shall prove that in case <p is a homotopy equiva-

lence <6*(1) is an isomorphism onto.

First we verify that to every homotopy «i>:XX7—*X joining two cellular

maps cpo and <pi correspond commutative diagrams

Ap,\(K,Y,v)
d>*owX X*i(l>

A P?q(K, Y, v o 0O)-► A p.l(K, Y,vo<px)
a

where a is the isomorphism induced by the curve

F:7-+ Yx,        V(l)(x) = (8o*)(*, t) for t d I and x d X.

Since every homotopy can be deformed into a cellular homotopy, with the

same a, we may assume that $ is cellular, which means that $(Kq XI) C Kq+X

for all q. Assuming that adAP^(K, Y, v) we choose a continuous map

u:IpXKq+i-^Y

for which

«ft, *) = ff(*) for ft, x)di"X Kq+i

and such that u\ IpXKq represents a. The continuous maps

wt:Ip X Kq^ Y, w(ft, x) = «[$, *(*, /)] for ({, x) d I" X Kq

corresponding to tdl form a homotopy such that wa represents 4>i(a), Wi

represents </>{(a) and

Witt, x) = V(t)(x) for ft, x)dipX Kq.

Accordingly a[(pt(a) ] =(p\(a).

From this we infer that if K = K, X = X and (p:X—>X is a cellular map

homotopic to the identity map of X, then cp'(1> is an isomorphism onto. In

fact the homomorphisms

<p*m:A™t(K, Y, v)->A("q(K, Y,vo<p)

are in this case the isomorphisms onto induced by a certain curve from v to

v o 4> in Yx, and the five-lemma implies that the homomorphisms

/(1):Cm(*. y, v)-^CP!q(K, F, So*)

are also isomorphisms onto.
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Now we are ready to prove our assertion that the homomorphism <p*(1)

induced by a homotopy equivalence <p:X—+X is an isomorphism onto. Let

\p: X—>X be a cellular homotopy inverse of <f>. Since <p o \p is homotopic to the

identity map of X, with (<j> o \p)t =\p* o <p*, the superposition of the two

homomorphisms

V™(K, F, v)->V™(K, Y,vo<t>)->V^(K, Y,vo<t>orp)

is an isomorphism onto. Therefore <p'(1) is an isomorphism, and in order to

show that 0'u) is onto it is sufficient to show that ^(1) is an isomorphism.

However this follows from the fact that the superposition of the two homo-

morphisms

V<1)(2cT, Y,vo<t>)-> V<-U(K, Y, v o <p o $)-> V">(2C, Y,vo<potod>)

is an isomorphism onto, because \p o <p is homotopic to the identity map of X.

In view of the facts just established, and noting also the rather trivial

effect of replacing F by another space of the same homotopy type, we con-

clude that the first derived couple V(1)(7T, F, v) is an invariant of the homotopy

type of (X, Y, v). It follows of course that the same is true for all the higher

derived couples.

10. Two examples. Here we indicate how our method operates in two

relatively simple special cases. While these particular results are not new,

our method led to their independent rediscovery, and we consider them in-

teresting illustrations. Later, in §14, we shall carry out the solution of a

more original example.

First suppose II is an abelian group, m^l, 7r„,(F)~II, 7r<(F) = {o} for

i¥-m, X is a finite dimensional cellular space, and vCYx- Then C£j={o}

for p + q^m, Cp1X-p^Hn-p(X, II), dw is trivial for «^1, hence

ttp(Fx, v) ~ Hm~p(X, II) for p ^ 1.

This result has also been obtained by A. Heller and by R. Thorn, according

to a letter from N. Steenrod.

Next suppose X is an m-sphere, m^l, Y is any simple space, and vC Yx.

Let K be a complex with one vertex sCX and one w-cell a: (2m, 7"1)—>(X, s).

Then Cv,q={o} unless a = 0 or q = m, C„,o^7rp(F), Cv,m^Trp+m(Y), and the

only nontrivial differential operator is a*(m-1>: Cp,a-^>Cp-i,m, which may be in-

terpreted as follows: If

<p:(lp,ip)^(Y,v(s))

is a continuous map, then to (<f>)CTrP( Y, v(s)) corresponds cCCp 0 represented

by

u'.Ip X {s} -+ F,       «ft, s) = ^ft) for $ G 7".
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Since 7Cm_i=7C0, u also represents an element aG-4p,OT-i such that

fm~1(a)=h(c). To g(a)=d'-m~1)(c)dCp-iim corresponds, according to §6,

(-l)m-1(/)G7rp_i+ro(F), where

<:7p+"*->F,

'ft, i?) = «ft, *(v)) = <pft) for ft, v)dIpX Im,

/ft, «?) = (» o cr)(ij) for ft, V)dipXIm.

Inasmuch as (')= [(<?), (» ° ff)]> we have thus identified o,('"_1) with White-

head multiplication by ( —l)m_1(i> o a). Therefore the exact sequence

{0} -» CP^ -> irp(Yx, v) -> Cpmo -» {0}

obtained from §8 leads to an exact sequence

V V
ttp+i(F) -* rrp+m(Y) -» ttp(F* p) -» Tj>(F) ->■ 7rP_i+m(F)

where V(a) =[a, (soc)]. This exact sequence was first obtained by G. W.

Whitehead in [7], without the assumption of simplicity of Y, through direct

study of the fibre map rm: Yx-+Yu).

11. The nonsimplicity of Yx. In order to construct examples showing that

simplicity of F does not imply simplicity of Yx, we shall first prove a general

proposition connecting Whitehead products in F with Whitehead products

in Ys", where Sm is an m-sphere and where F need not be simple. No implicit

assumptions of simplicity will be made in this section, which is independent

of the rest of the paper. We shall prove:

7/yGF, i>:S»-»{y}, p = l, w = l, w = l and [wP(Y, y), irn+m(Y, y)]^0,

then

L»,(F«-,»),r.(F«*,.)]^0.

In fact suppose

cp:(Ip, ip) -+(Y,y)    and   *:(/•+», 7"+"*) -» (F, y)

are continuous maps such that [(0), (\(/)]^0. Choosing sdSm and a con-

tinuous map a'.(Im, Im)—->(Sm, s) which is univalent on Im — Im, we define

3>:(IP, 7") -» (F*"f ») and ¥:(7», 7") -» (F5", »),

*(£)(*)= cpft)      for ft, *) G I" X S»

*W kf)] = M, f) for (if, f) G J" X /m.

If [($), (1F)]=0 there exist continuous maps Q<: 7p+n—> Fs" for <G7 which

form a homotopy such that

«oft, v) = *tt) for ft, ,)G/pX /",

Ooft. i?) = *(f) for ft, ij) G 7p X /",
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and fli:/"+"—>{v}. It follows that the continuous maps

«,:/*+"-+F for * G 7,

««ft, i?) = Q«(f, l)« for ft, t?) G 7»+»

form a homotopy such that

«oft, i/) = *ft) for ft, n) G 7"+",

and hence that the maps ut have continuous extensions

U,:lP+n^>Y tor t CI

which form a homotopy such that

ffoft, u) = 0(f) for ft, „) G 7*+», 17, :(!**, /"+») -> (F, y).

Finally the continuous maps

w,:JH-n+»->7 for iG7,

««ft, 7?, f) = c7fft, ,) for ft, t,, f) G 7*+» X /",

»ift, i», r) = Oitt, i?) kf)] for ft, v, f) G 7»+» X 7-

form a homotopy such that

(co„) =  [(0), <*>] 5* 0    and    <«t> =  [{Ui), (votr)] = 0.

Since this is impossible, [($), $?)]^0.

Next we deduce the following corollary:

7/yGF, W.SqXSm->{y}, a^l, p^l, »^1, w^l awa"

k+p(F, y), 7rn+m(F, y)] ^ 0,

[7rp(Fs*xsm, w), Tb(Fs'x«", «,)] ^ 0.

Two applications of our previous result yield successively

[WF**", «), xB(F^, *)] * 0, M(FOs', O, ^.((ns* »')] ^ 0,

where »': F5"—>{?>}, and to obtain the corollary we simply observe that v'

corresponds to w under the canonical homeomorphism mapping (Ysm)s" onto

Now consider for instance the special case in which F=52. Since

[tt2(S2),t2(S2)]*0,

our first proposition implies that ((S2)SI, v) is not 2-simple, while the corollary

implies that(7)

(') The referee pointed out to us that the structure of this group has been completely

determined by W. G. Barratt, on p. 95 of the paper cited in footnote 2.
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Tt((S*)SlX*\ w)

is non-abelian. Here v and w are constant maps.

12. The groups irp(Yx, v)®R. We readopt the assumptions of §§2-10,

with dim X = Q < oo, and let R be the field of rational numbers. Using the

normal chain of §8 we see that

icp(Yx, v) ® 2c ~ 0 Cp,q ® R for p ^ 2.

In case 7Ti(Fx, v) is abelian this formula holds also for p — 1. Since

C(B) ® 2? = T^C'"-1', cf'"-") ® 2? ~ TT^t"-1' ® 2?, <*<*-« ® i)

for »Stl, where i is the identity map of R, Cix)®R is the terminal group of

the spectral sequence with the wth term

(C("> ® R, <fc"> ® 0

for re 3:0. The first two groups occurring in this sequence have the com-

ponents

Cp!q ® R ~ C3[7C, TTp+q(Y) ® R], Cp!Q ® R ~ H'[X, TP+q(Y) ® 2?].

13. A special obstruction. Suppose w is an even positive integer, Sm is

an m-sphere, sCSm, a'.(Im, Im)—>(Sm, s) is a continuous map which is uni-

valent on Im — Im, and

H C H^S", rm(Sm, s)]

is the cohomology class of a cocycle with the value (a) at a.

The Whitehead product pairs irm(Sm, s) with itself to Tr2m-i(Sm, s). Using

the corresponding cup product we shall prove:

If u: K2m-i-+Sm is a continuous map with the obstruction cocycle

TCC2m[K,Tim-i(S'")],

if all the values of T lie in the subgroup of ir2m-i(Sm) generated by [(a), (a)],

area" if j*(v) —u*(p) where

j*:H<»[X, irm(Sm)] c^ H"[Kim-t, *m(Sm)]

is induced by the inclusion K2m-iCX, then the cohomology class of 2Y in

H2m[X, ir2„,_i(Sm)] equals v\Jv.

Following the method of [5] we first consider a special case. Attaching

pm t0 5m aiong pm Dy tne standard map representing [(a), (a)] we form the

space X of a cell complex K with three cells: the vertex s, the rez-cell a and a

2m-cel\ t such that

rft, rf) = aft)  for ft, „) G 7" X /-,

rft, V) = ct(tj)  for ft, V)CImX Im.
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Letting T be the obstruction cocycle associated with the identity map

u: Ktm-i = Sm—*Sm, one readily verifies the above formula for the cohomology

class of 2T, for instance by using the formula for cup products in cubical

singular homology theory given in [3].

To obtain the general case we simply extend u to a continuous map

U:Ktm-^X and make use of the fact that U* maps the cohomology class of

F onto the cohomology class of Y.

14. The groups 7rp(Sm , v)®R. Suppose Y=Sm, an w-sphere, where

w=:l. In view of the complete determination of Trn(Sm)<S>R made in [3], the

formulae of §12 lead to the following results:

If m is odd, then

Cp\ 0 R = {0} unless q = m - p, Cp\-P 0 R ~ Hm~"(X, R),

and c2(n)0i is trivial for w = l, hence

ttp(Yx, v) 0 R ~ H^P(X, R) for p =■ 2.

If m is even, then

Cp>9 0 R = {o} unless q = m — p or q = 2m — 1 — p,

Cp,Lp 0 i? ~ 77»-» (X, R),     CP!L-i_P 0 i? ~ 7/2--1-"(X, R),

and the only nontrivial higher differential operator is

,(m—1) .   „(m— 1) _ „(m-l)

^ ® f.Cp,m-p® R-^Cp-i.tm-p® R.

We shall determine the corresponding homomorphism of Hm~"(X, R) into
Him~p(X, R).

We fix s, a, p as in the preceding section, choose a positive integer k such

that multiplication by k maps 7r2*,_i(Sm, s) into the subgroup generated by

[(cr), (cr)], and suppose that v(Km-i) = [s], as we may in view of §9. Then

we consider the commutative diagram:

<„_i)     <p("'-1)      (m-p Zrm_pr)r      c<j"M

T\ I h h
L(m-1)\. 4

np,m—p ^_ ■** jj.ro— p

^(«-l) /    Jm-l

a(m-l) A  J,

^p-l,Sm-p«-^p-l,2m-p   t_^p-l,2m-p ~* O [A., 1T2m_i(0    JJ.

Assuming that cdZp™m-l we choose aG-4P,2m-P-i so that /m_1(o) =h(c),

whence
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rf(»-l>[0(m-l)(c)]   =   0<»»-»[g(a)].

We also let

aCH<~-p[X,Tm(Sm)}    and    j8 G 772™-"[Z, Tim-i(Sm)\

be the cohomology classes of y(c) and y [g(a)]. Since/m-1(&a) =h(kc) we may

furthermore choose a continous map w:IpXK2m-p^i-^Sm such that

wft, *) = v(x) for ft, *) G t* X K2m-P-i U/'X £_*-i

and such that w represents ka while w\ 7pX2£m_p represents kc. Then we con-

sider on a p-sphere Sp a cell complex with a single vertex tCSp and a single

p-ce\\ t:(Ip, Ip)—>(SP, t), combine this complex with K to obtain a product

complex L on the space SpXK2m-p, and define the continuous map

w:72m_i = SpX K2m-P-i U {<} X 7r2m_:p-^5m,

«k{), *] = wft, *) for ft, *) G 7" X 2c72m_p_i,

u(t, x) = v(x) for   x C K2m-P.

Using the description of y o g derived in §6 one verifies easily that the ob-

struction cocycle

TCC2m[L, ■w1(S-)j

associated with u is given by the formula

r = (-l)H-ix X (yo g)(ka) = k(-l)*+i\ X (yo g)(a)

where \CHP(SP) is the cohomology class of a cocycle with value 1 at r. Ac-

cordingly all the values of T lie in the subgroup of T2m-i(Sm) generated by

[(a), (er)], and T belongs to the cohomology class

k(-l)p+1\ XfiC H2m[Sp X K2m-P, rim-i(Sm)].

It may also be checked quite directly that the cohomology class

u*(„) C H^[L2m-i. Tm(S<->)]

is the image of the cohomology class

X X ka + e X v*(n) C Hm[Sp X K3m-P, Vm(Sm)]

where eCH0(Sp) is the unit cohomology class. From the result of §13 it fol-

lows that

2k(-l)p+1\ X 0 = [X X ka + e X v*(a)] \J [X X ka + e X v*(n)]

= (-l)pk2(W\) X (a<Ua) + e X v*(p\Ja) + 2k\ X [«U«*(/!)]

= 2k\X [aU»*00]

because XWX = 0 and /1U/1 = 0. Cancelling X we obtain the formula
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2kB= 2ka\J (-l)p+1v*(p),

which shows that the differential operator d(m_1) can be interpreted cohomo-

logically, up to elements of order 2k, as cup product multiplication by

(-l)p+1v*(p).

Observing that the homomorphisms

x„(S») -» R,       Tim-i(S">) -> R

which map (a) and [(a), (cr)] into 1 transform the Whitehead product into

ordinary multiplication in R, and hence transform the cup product used

above into the ordinary cup product with rational coefficients, we obtain the

commutative diagram

CpV-p     ®R^Hm-p(X,R)

eft"-1' 0 i i i U(-i)p+VV)
CpmTi:L-p®R^H2m-p(X,R)

where p'dHm(Sm, R) is the cohomology class of a cocycle with value 1 at a.

Therefore if p =■ 2 the exact sequence

{0} -> CpM2m_P-i 0 R -»irp(Sm , v) 0 R -* cT.Lp 0 R -» {0}

leads us finally to the exact sequence

\Jv*(p')
H<»-p-i(X, R)-> H^-p-^X, R) -*xP(SmX, v) 0 R

\Jv*(p')
_> Em~p(X, R) ■-* H2m~p(X, R).
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